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Local rheological probes for complex fluids: Application to Laponite suspensions
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We present an experimental method allowing a direct measurement of the local rheological behavior of
complex fluids. A magnetic probe is inserted into the bulk of the fluid and submitted to a controlled magnetic
force or torque, which induces a mechanical perturbation of the fluid. The geometry of the perturbation can be
varied using two kinds of probes: a magnetic bead submitted to a homogeneous magnetic force in one
direction, and a magnetic needle that can turn inside the material under the effect of an applied magnetic
torque. Two complex viscoelastic fluids are investigated. First, a surfactant solution, which has a linear me-
chanical behavior in the range of the applied stresses, is used to test and validate the experimental methodol-
ogy. We then use the local probes to investigate a Laponite colloidal suspension, which exhibits nonlinear
behavior such as thixotropy, shear thinning, and aging. In this latter fluid, we find an exponential growth of the
rheological relaxation time versus the system age, a power-law dependence of the fluid viscosity on the applied
stress, and a dynamical yield stress which saturates with the fluid aging time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complex fluids such as colloids, emulsions, foams, po
mer or surfactant solutions are multiphasic materials@1#.
Their constitutive entities are in interaction; the competiti
between the different energies generates structures at m
different length scales in the fluid. This results in a divers
of the fluid macroscopic rheological behavior, which c
vary as a function of time~aging@2#!, or as a function of the
applied stress~elastic-plastic transition@3#, shear thinning,
shear thickening, thixotropy@4#!.

The rheology of these soft materials has been the sub
of many investigations. Experimentally, several methods
frequently used. Classical rheometry consists of globa
shearing~stressing! the sample between two plates and
cording the stress~strain! applied by the sample onto th
shearing plate@5#. This allows the geometry and the fre
quency of the shear to be varied and is a very powe
technique to investigate materials with a linear respon
However, in the case of nonlinear materials, the deforma
field inside the sample does not decrease linearly with
creasing distance from the shearing plate. Models base
an inhomogeneous strain distribution inside the stressed
accurately account for the nonlinearities of the macrosco
stress-strain curve@3,6#. Nevertheless, the results obtained
using standard rheological measurement do not directly
count for such heterogeneities. Dynamic light scattering
diffusive wave spectroscopy involve measuring the corre
tion function of the positions inside the material. The
methods can be either nonintrusive if the objects follow
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are constitutive of the studied material@7–11#, or intrusive if
tracer particles are added to the material@7,11#. In order to
link the observed diffusive motion of the followed objects
the internal mechanics of the material, microscopic mecha
cal models have been formulated@7,11,12#. However, in the
case of nonequilibrium systems presenting an aging beh
ior, no obvious relation exists in theory@13# although such a
link is experimentally observed and thus empirically a
sumed.

Recently, direct microscopic rheological measureme
have been developed in the domain of biophysics, to inv
tigate the micromechanics of complex biological syste
~network of actin filaments, or living cells! on the scale of its
constituents@14–17#. A microscopic magnetic bead is in
serted into the material to be investigated and submitted
controlled magnetic force. The bead displacement in
sponse to the external perturbation then gives access to
measurement of the local viscoelastic moduli. An alternat
method, based on the rotation of colloidal magnetic prob
is also commonly used to measure the local viscosity of
ids at the nanoscopic scale@18#.

In this paper, we generalize these experimental meth
to allow the systematic direct investigation of the local rh
ology of complex fluids. Two tools are developed, based
the translation or rotation of a magnetic probe inside the fl
to be investigated under the effect of an applied magn
force or torque, which equilibrates with the elastic and v
cous forces or torques applied by the fluid to the probe.
ing an appropriate model for the viscoelastic behavior of
fluid, the equation of motion of the probe is deduced.
analysis of the probe displacement allows the fluid ela
and viscous moduli to be measured. We use two types
magnetic probes inserted in the bulk of the material: a pa
magnetic spherical bead submitted to a constant magn
force which adopts a translation motion in the material, an
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Top view of the ex-
perimental setup used in order t
induce a linear displacement of
magnetic steel bead inside a com
plex fluid under the effect of a
magnetic force. The fluid is placed
in a closed cylindrical chamber o
1 cm diameter and 1 cm heigh
and the magnetic bead~radius R
50.5 mm! is inserted in the bulk.
Two pieces of soft iron inside a
coil generate a homogeneous gr
dient of H2 ~H being the ampli-
tude of the external magneti
field! in thez horizontal direction.
Therefore, a homogeneous ma
netic force is applied on the para
magnetic bead. The underlyin
grid on the image is a millimetric
grid. ~b! Plot of H2 as a function
of the distance to the center of th
polar pieces in thez direction for
different intensitiesI of the elec-
tric current in the coil: the gradi-
ent of H2 is constant for 1 cm,z
,3 cm. Inset, variation of¹H2 vs
I in the region 1 cm,z,3 cm.
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ferromagnetic needle submitted to a magnetic torque, wh
rotates in the fluid. These two probes allow the geometry
the perturbation to be varied.

The paper is organized as follows. The experimental se
is presented in Sec. II. The experimental methodology is t
validated using a linear viscoelastic fluid~Sec. III!, compar-
ing the fluid rheological characteristics determined using
two types of local probes to measurements performed usi
standard rheometer. In Sec. IV, local probes are used to
scribe the local rheology of a complex colloidal glass,
Laponite suspension. The aging behavior, shear thinning,
thixotropy of this fluid are investigated. The results obtain
and the further applications of this technique are discusse
Sec. V. Because the probes are macroscopic~their typical
size is 1 mm!, the results are not at this stage qualitative
different from the results that can be obtained using stand
rheometry. However, the fluid is investigated at a local sc
A promising application of the experimental method p
sented here is the variation of the rotating probe size fr
millimetric to nanoscopic, in order to probe, by the means
rheology, all the different pertinent length scales of the flu
Another possible application is the determination of the v
coelastic properties of anisotropic materials.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Translation of a paramagnetic bead

This technique is based on the linear translation of a m
netic spherical bead in the fluid under the effect of a co
trolled homogeneous magnetic force. The bead, made
steel, has a radiusR50.5 mm. The measurement of the be
magnetization as a function of an applied magnetic fie
performed using a Foner device@19#, shows that the bead ha
a paramagnetic behavior. For the magnetic field amplitu
used in the experiments, the bead volume magnetizationMB
increases linearly with the applied magnetic fieldH: MB
5xH, wherex is the bead magnetic susceptibility.

Inside the complex fluid to be investigated, the bead
submitted to a magnetic forceF generated by the gradient o
the magnetic fieldH,

F5m0VB~MB•“ !H5 1
2 m0VBx“~H2!, ~1!

whereVB is the bead volume. To ensure thatF is constant
along the bead displacement, a homogeneous gradient oH2

is generated using two pieces of soft iron placed inside a
in the configuration illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. The variation of
H2 along the horizontalz axis is presented in Fig. 1~b!: it
2-2
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LOCAL RHEOLOGICAL PROBES FOR COMPLEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021502 ~2002!
remains linear over a 2 cmwide region. In this region, the
external magnetic force is along thez axis and the amplitude
of the force can be controlled by varying the intensity of t
electric current in the coil.

A cylindrical sealed chamber of 1 cm diameter and 1
height is filled with the fluid to be investigated. The magne
bead is inserted in the bulk of the fluid by using a magn
When the magnetic field is applied, the bead moves along
direction of thez axis. The coil is driven by an alternatin
square wave form electric current, therefore the relaxation
the bead motion with or without the applied magnetic for
can be analyzed. The bead displacement is followed usi
charge-coupled device camera placed above the chambe
images are digitized by the frame grabber of a computer,
the space-time diagrams are recorded in order to obtain
bead displacementz versus timet.

To calibrate the magnetic force using Eq.~1!, the bead
magnetic susceptibility has to be determined. This
achieved by placing the setup with thez axis pointing up-
wards, with the chamber filled with glycerol, a Newtonia
viscous fluid. In the absence of an applied magnetic fo
the bead falls due to its own weightPB , with a constant
velocity u15PB /(6phR) whereh is the glycerol viscosity
and PB5DrVBg, with Dr the density difference betwee
steel and glycerol~Stokes experiment!.1 When a magnetic
force F is applied, the bead moves upwards with a const
velocity u25(F2PB)/(6phR). This allows to check the
homogeneity of the applied magnetic force along thez axis.
Using Eq.~1!, the bead magnetic susceptibility is

x5
2PB

VBm0“~H2! S 12
u2

u1
D .

Using a bead of radiusR50.5 mm, we determine the mag
netic susceptibility of the steel bead to bex53.9.2

In the subsequent experiments~Secs. III and IV!, the con-
tribution of gravity is suppressed by placing thez axis in the
horizontal position, so that the magnetic force is the o
external force to be considered for the horizontal bead
placement. Setting the intensity of the electric current in
coil at a fixed value between 0 and 6 A, the amplitude of
applied magnetic force can be adjusted between 0 and
mN.

1The Reynolds number is small enough to ensure a Stokes fl
Re'uR/v'1022, wherev is the fluid dynamic viscosity.

2This value ofx corresponds to an effective magnetic suscepti
ity for the steel bead, which is due to its shape. For a finite obj
the effective susceptibility isx5xbulk /(11xbulkD), wherexbulk is
the magnetic susceptibility of the bulk material andD is the demag-
netizing factor, due to the magnetic dipolar interactions inside
object.D strongly depends on the object shape:D51/3 for a spheri-
cal monodomain bead. Asxbulk'103@1/D for steel, the effective
susceptibility of the steel bead isx>1/D>3, which is of the order
of magnitude of the measured value~the discrepancy probably
comes from the bead not being perfectly monodomain, thusD
,1/3!.
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B. Rotation of a ferromagnetic needle

For this technique, a cylindrical ferromagnetic needle
made to rotate in the bulk of the studied fluid under t
influence of a controlled magnetic torque. The needle, m
of nickel, has a diameter of 50mm and a length of 650mm.
We assume the volume magnetization of the Nickel nee
to be the same as the bulk volume magnetizationMN
54.853105 A m21, since demagnetizing effects are neg
gible for such a geometry.MN is aligned along the long axis
of the needle. Using the experimental setup illustrated in F
2, a magnetic torque is applied to the needle by means
static magnetic field whose direction makes an angleb with
respect to the initial orientation of the needle. If one defin
u, the angle through which the needle has turned with resp
to its initial orientation along they axis, the magnetic torque
exerted on the needle can be written,

G5m0VNMN3H5G0 sin~b2u!, ~2!

whereVN is the needle volume andG05m0VNMNHez. The
initial torque isGi(H,b)5G0(H)sinb . In the following,b is
fixed to 45° andH is the system control parameter. For th
magnetic field amplitudes used in the experiment (0,H
,6 kA m21), G0 can be varied between 0 and 431029 J.

A cylindrical sealed chamber of 1 cm diameter and 1
height, filled with the fluid to be investigated and containi
the needle is placed under a microscope, and the rotatio
the needle towards the static magnetic field direction is
lowed using video imaging as previously described. T
space-time diagrams give plots of the needle rotationu as a
function of time. Measurements in glycerol cannot be p
formed because of the sedimentation of the needle wh
occurs too rapidly to allow a precise measurement.

w:

-
t,

e

FIG. 2. Experimental setup used in order to induce a rotation
a cylindrical magnetic nickel needle inside a complex fluid. T
needle is 650mm long and 50mm in diameter. The complex fluid is
placed in the same cylindrical chamber as in Fig. 1~a! and the
magnetic needle is inserted in the bulk. Two pairs of coils in
Helmholtz configuration provide a magnetic field whose direct
can be adjusted. The applied magnetic field used in the experim
is either rotating if the two pairs of coils are supplied with a
alternating current 90° out of phase, or static making an angle
b545° with the needle initial orientation as sketched here.
2-3
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WILHELM, ELIAS, BROWAEYS, PONTON, AND BACRI PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021502 ~2002!
Equations~1! and ~2! give the magnetic force applied t
the bead and the magnetic torque applied to the needle
function of the control parameters. When the probe is
serted in the fluid under investigation, this force~torque!
equilibrates with the fluid viscous and elastic forces~torques!
applied to the bead~needle!, which can therefore be mea
sured.

III. VALIDATION USING A LINEAR VISCOELASTIC
FLUID

In this section, a fluid having a linear Maxwellian rhe
logical behavior is investigated. Three different experimen
methods are used to measure the viscoelastic character
of the fluid: a standard Couette rheometer, a magnetic b
inserted in the fluid and submitted to a magnetic force, an
magnetic needle submitted to a magnetic torque inside
fluid. Each method shows that the rheological behavior
the fluid is Maxwellian in the range of the applied stress. T
numerical values of the fluid viscous and elastic moduli
termined independently in each method are identical wit
experimental errors. This validates the experimental meth
ology based on the use of the two local rheological prob

A. Sample description

It is well known that surfactant molecules in aqueous
lutions can form long elongated wormlike micelles above
critical micellar concentration@3,20#. The micellar growth is
controlled by several parameters such as surfactant con
tration or the addition of a salt. The equilibrium static a
dynamic properties of these locally cylindrical surfactant
semblies depart from those of a polymer solution whose
namics is described by the reptation model~characteristic
time t rep! in the sense that flexible wormlike micelles ca
break and recombine reversibly with a characteristic ti
tbreak.

A specific model@21# has been developed to describe t
dynamical properties of these systems. In the regime w
scission reactions are rapid on the time scale of repta
(tbreak,t rep) the stress relaxation is a single exponential. S
lutions of surfactant are then good examples of well char
terized viscoelastic fluids, exhibiting a Maxwellian behavi

The system chosen for this study is composed of the
ionic surfactant cethyltrimethylammonium choride~CTAC!
in distilled water and an additive salt~sodium salicylate, Na-
Sal! which favors the formation of micelles. The molar co
centrations are, respectively,@CTAC#50.1 M and @NaSal#
50.17 M.

B. Standard rheology

We initially characterize this system using a stand
Couette rheometer fitted with a cone and plate device~4 cm
diameter, 2° angle!. From oscillatory shear measurements t
linear viscoelastic domain is first determined by a str
sweep ~0.5–25 Pa! at a constant angular frequency (v
56.3 rad s21). The storageG8 and lossG9 moduli are then
measured by an angular frequency sweep in the range
tween 0.063 and 63 rad s21.
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In the case of a Maxwell fluid~single relaxation time!, the
angular frequency dependence ofG8 andG9 are given by

G85
Gv2tR

2

11v2tR
2 , G95

GvtR

11v2tR
2 , ~3!

where the relaxation timetR is defined as the ratio of vis
cosity h and shear modulusG,

tR5
h

G
. ~4!

The linear representation ofG9 versusG8 is a semicircle
~Cole Cole plot! which is characteristic of a Maxwell behav
ior. Figure 3~a! presents the Cole Cole plot for the inves
gated surfactant sample atT525 °C. The solid line, which
represents the predictions of the Maxwell model@Eq. ~3!#, is
in good agreement with the experimental results. Such
analysis gives G(25 °C)5(4869) Pa and tR(25 °C)
5(0.4960.10) s; the error is mainly due to the experimen
not being perfectly reproducible. With increasing tempe
ture, the shear modulusG remains constant within error. An
equation of the Williams-Landel-Ferry form is appropriate
describe the evolution of the relaxation time with tempe
ture @22#,

tR@T~K!#5t0 expS 2C1~T2T0!

C21T2T0
D , ~5!

with t050.51 s, T05298 K, C1579.4 K, and C2
5328.6 K. Figure 3~b! represents the variation oftR versus
T, fitted by Eq.~5!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Cole Cole plot for an aqueous solution of@CATC#
50.1 M and@NaSal#50.17 M atT525 °C. The solid line is the fit
obtained using the Maxwell model@Eq. ~3!#. ~b! Plot of the rheo-
logical characteristic timetR vs the temperatureT. The solid line is
the fit obtained using Eq.~5!.
2-4
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LOCAL RHEOLOGICAL PROBES FOR COMPLEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021502 ~2002!
C. Local rheology

The insertion of a local probe in motion within the flu
allows to determine the viscous and elastic moduli of
fluid. Using appropriate Maxwell mechanical equivalent c
cuits, the equation of motion of the probe inside the fluid
obtained as a function of the external magnetic force@Eq.
~1!# or torque@Eq. ~2!# applied to the probe. The shear mod
lus and the viscosity of the fluid are then deduced from a
of the probe motion, and compared to the results obtaine
Sec. III B.

1. Translating bead

The paramagnetic bead inside the fluid is submitted t
homogeneous magnetic forceF, at a measured temperatu
T530 °C. The appropriate Maxwell mechanical equivale
circuit consists of a spring of elastic constantk ~return elastic
force 2kz! and a dashpot of viscous constantg ~drag force
2g ż! in series@Fig. 4~a!#; the equation of motion of the bea
is then

Ḟ

k
1

F

g
5 ż. ~6!

For a step forceF0 applied att50, the solution of the
Maxwell model can be written

z~ t !5
F0

k
1

F0

g
t. ~7!

A typical bead displacementz(t) is shown in Fig. 4~b!. The
parametersF0 /k andF0 /g are determined for five differen
applied forces using Eq.~7! to fit experimental curves. The
are plotted in Fig. 4~c! as a function of the applied forceF0 .
They increase linearly withF0 as expected for a Maxwellian
fluid. At T530 °C, one obtainsk5(0.4260.04) Pa m and
g5(0.06260.006) Pa s m. The experimental error is due
the slight discrepancies between independent experimen

To compare these values with the results obtained in S
III B using a classical rheometer, the parametersg and k
must be linked to the viscosityh and the shear modulusG of
the surrounding medium. On one hand, the drag forceFv
exerted by a viscous medium on a spherical bead is give
the Stokes formula@23#: Fv526phRż ~the Reynolds num-
ber is very small: Re>231024 at most!, linking the param-
eterg to the fluid viscosityh,

g56phR, ~8!

whereR is the bead radius. On the other hand, the displa
ment of a macroscopic bead embedded in an elastic med
is given in Ref.@24# by averaging the deformation generat
by the elastic forceFe over the entire surface of the bea
z52(1/6pG)(Fe /R). The relation between the she
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modulusG and the elastic parameterk is therefore given by3

k56pGR. ~9!

This gives for the shear modulusG5(4564) Pa and the
viscosity h5(6.660.7) Pa s atT530 °C. At this tempera-
ture, measurements in a Couette rheometer~Sec. III B! give
G5(4865) Pa andh5(7.261.4) Pa s. The correct agree
ment between the different measurements validates our t

3Equation~9! is an equivalent of the Stokes equation@Eq. ~8!# for
an elastic medium. Let us notice that an equivalent generalizatio
the Stokes-Einstein equation is generally assumed in the cas
microscopic particles submitted to Brownian motion inside a v
coelastic medium@7#.

FIG. 4. ~a! Maxwell mechanical equivalent circuit used to d
scribe the displacement of the bead in the studied viscoelastic fl
under the effect of an applied force.~b! Bead displacement in the
Maxwellian fluid atT530 °C, under the effect of a homogeneo
step forceF0526.7mN applied to the bead att50. Solid line, best
fit of the data using Eq.~3!. ~c! Variation of F0 /k ~black dots! and
F0 /g ~white dots! obtained from the fit shown in~b! as a function
of the applied force strengthF0 ; k and g do not depend on the
applied force: k5(0.4260.04) Pa m and g5(0.06260.006)
Pa m s.
2-5
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nique for determining the viscoelastic linear parameters o
local macroscopic scale using a translating bead probe.

2. Rotating needle

The ferromagnetic needle inside the fluid is submitted t
magnetic torqueG at a measured temperatureT529 °C. In
this geometry, we can model the system as a Maxwell m
chanical equivalent circuit consisting of a dashpot coupled
a torsion wire, as represented in Fig. 5~a!. The equation of
motion of the needle can then be written as

FIG. 5. ~a! Maxwell mechanical equivalent circuit used to d
scribe the needle rotation in the studied viscoelastic material, u
the effect of an applied torqueG. ~b! Needle rotation in the Maxwel
fluid under the effect of a step magnetic fieldH0 , applied att50
and making an angle of 45° with respect to the initial needle ori
tation. T529 °C. Different values of the magnetic torqueG0 are
plotted. Solid line, best fit of the data using Eq.~9!. ~c! Variation of
G0 /C ~black dots! and G0 /j ~white dots! obtained from the fit
shown in~b! as a function of the applied initial torqueG0 ; C andj
do not depend on the applied torque:C5(9.261.7)31029 Pa m3

andj5(1.7660.15)31029 Pa m3 s.
02150
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C
1

G

j
5 u̇, ~10!

whereG is the applied torque,u is the angle through which
the needle has turned,C is the wire elastic constant~return
elastic torque2Cu!, andj is the dashpot viscous consta
~drag torque2ju̇!. To test this hypothesis, we performed a
experiment in which a ferromagnetic needle embedded in
Maxwellian micellar solution is submitted to a static ma
netic field making an initial angleb545° with the initial
needle orientation, as described in Sec. II B. A step magn
field is applied:H50 for t,0 andH5H0 for t>0, resulting
in the rotation of the needle towards the magnetic field
rection. As the applied magnetic torque depends on
needle directionu @Eq. ~2!#, calculations are required to de
rive from Eq. ~10! the angle through which the needle h
turned as a function of time. We define a new variableu8
5b2u, and write

dt52S j

C
cotanu81

j

G0

1

sinu8D
before integrating between 01 and t. One finally finds

t5
j

G0
lnU tanS b2u0

2 D
tanS b2u

2 D U1
j

C
lnUsin~b2u0!

sin~b2u!
U, ~11a!

whereu05u(01) is defined by

u05~G0 /C!sin~b2u0!. ~11b!

Figure 5~b! shows a fit of the experimental datau(t) using
Eq. ~9! with two fitting parameters:G0 /C andG0 /j. Again,
the rheological behavior of the fluid is linear for the range
external torque used, as shown in Fig. 5~c!. The measured
viscoelastic parameters atT529 °C ~Sec. III B! are:
C5(9.261.7)31029 Pa m3 and j5(1.860.1)31029

Pa m3 s. The errors here are due to the fit to the data us
Eq. ~9!, which is larger than any error due to the reprodu
ibility.

As in the case of the translating bead, the two parame
C and j must be linked to the fluid shear modulus and v
cosity in order to be compared with the results obtained
Sec. III B using a classical rheometer. The relation betweej
and h is given in Ref.@25# for a cylinder of lengthL and
diameterb,

j5
phL3

3 ln~L/2b!
. ~12!

This gives a local viscosity ofh5(1161) Pa s, in good
agreement with the valueh5(1062) Pa s obtained with the
Couette rheometer atT529 °C. This analysis validatesa
posteriori the proposed model described by Eq.~10!. More-
over, the measured ratioj/C5(0.2060.05) s is close to the
relaxation timetR5h/G5(0.1960.04) s obtained with the
Couette rheometer atT529 °C, reflecting that the elasti
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LOCAL RHEOLOGICAL PROBES FOR COMPLEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021502 ~2002!
parameterC is proportional to the shear modulusG with the
same geometrical factor as the one linking the viscous
rameterj to the viscosityh @Eq. ~12!#. This is theoretically
predicted@24# for a sphere rotating in a viscoelastic mediu
and seems to apply to the elongated shape considered
so that the relation between the elastic constantC and the
shear modulusG of the fluid can be written as

C5
pGL3

3 ln~L/2b!
. ~13!

IV. APPLICATION TO THE LOCAL RHEOLOGY OF A
LAPONITE SUSPENSION

Having validated the experimental methodology, both s
ups are used to explore the local rheology of Laponite
complex colloidal fluid, which exhibits thixotropy, shea
thinning behavior, and glassy dynamics.

A. Sample description and preparation

Laponite is a synthetic clay (Si8Mg5.5Li 0.4H4O24Na0.7)
which consists of colloidal disklike particles of mean diam
eter 28 nm and thickness'1 nm @26,27#. The faces of the
disks are charged negatively when the particles are
pended in an aqueous solution. The phase diagram of
Laponite suspension exhibits a liquid phase at low part
concentration, a viscoelastic isotropic phase and a viscoe
tic birefringent nematic phase when the concentration is
creased@28#. The structure of the isotropic viscoelast
phase, also calledpastyphase, has been the subject of ma
studies and remains controversial. Whereas static and
namic light scattering experiments initially revealed a frac
gel structure@29,30#, Bonnet al. @31# have found no interna
organization within the fluid. In fact, the structure of th
pasty phase strongly depends on the suspension prepar
and storage conditions@31,32#. The role of the ionic strength
has also been invoked@33# to discriminate between two dif
ferent regimes: a regime dominated by long-range elec
static repulsion at low ionic strength (,1024 M) where the
fluid adopts an amorphous structure, and a regime at h
ionic strength where the electrostatic repulsion is scree
and the particle anisotropy plays a role, giving an inter
structure to the fluid@34#. Here, we are interested in th
amorphous pasty phase of the Laponite suspension, obta
at low ionic strength. This phase slowly evolves in tim
following a glassy dynamics@7,11,35#: its viscosity in-
creases, and the relaxation times depend on the time at w
the system has been prepared. A strong shaking can liq
the fluid ~thixotropy! and reset the aging time to zero: henc
this phenomenon is also called rejuvenation@36#. The liquid-
paste transition of colloidal suspensions has therefore b
described as a glass transition where the applied stress
the role of temperature@37#: when the applied stress is de
creased below a critical value~the yield stress!, the system is
quenched. Derecet al. @38# sketched a generic phase di
gram for this transition in the stress–particle concentrat
space. The actual temperature does not seem to affec
Laponite suspension properties. In addition, the rheology
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the suspension exhibits shear-thinning behavior: the visco
decreases when the applied strain increases@39,40#. The va-
riety of its mechanical behaviors makes this system a g
model system for studying the rheology of complex mate
als.

The suspensions are prepared by dispersing Laponite
ticles at 2.7 wt % in distilled water under vigorous stirring
pH510 in order to avoid particle dissolution@41#. At this
particle concentration, the solutions are in the pasty phas
no external shear is applied. The ionic strength is se
1024 M by adding NaOH to the water before dispersing t
particles. Once prepared, the Laponite suspension is st
for 10 to 12 days in sealed vials under N2 atmosphere in
order to prevent dissolution of CO2 from the air, which
would lower thepH and affect the chemical stability of th
suspension@32#. At t50, the solution is filtered through a 0.
mm microsept filtron, to break up eventual aggregates
structures@31#. Immediately after filtration, the suspension
placed in a 1 cm diameter chamber, a magnetic bead
needle is inserted, and the chamber is covered with a g
plate. This method allows to define a reproducible init
liquid state. After several minutes, the fluid becomes v
coelastic and the experiment can begin.

Let tw be the time elapsed between the sample prepara
in the chamber (t50) and the application of the externa
mechanical perturbation. Att85t2tw50, the probe inside
the fluid is submitted to a step force or torque and its mot
is analyzed. To perform a measurement, a mechanical pe
bation is typically applied for several seconds, which is sm
compared to the fluid agetw @limit of large Deborah number
De5(characteristic time)/(time of experiment)5tw /t8@1#.
In this limit, a mechanical equivalent circuit can be used
describe the relaxation motion of the probe: the fluid visco
and elastic parameters deduced from this analysis do no
pend on the duration of the measurement, although they
pend ontw . In the following, the displacement of the tran
lating bead in the suspension is analyzed using a lin
mechanical model presented in Sec. IV B. This model is u
to investigate the influence of the system age on the
coelastic parameters of the fluid~Sec. IV C!, and the depen-
dence of the fluid viscosity on the strength of the appl
force ~Sec. IV D!. A needle in rotation in the Laponite sus
pension is then used~Sec. IV E! to analyze the effect of the
magnetic torque applied to the needle on the elastic resp
of the fluid. In all the experiments presented here, the st
applied to the magnetic probes is of the order of 10 to 100
~see Discussion!. Such a mechanical perturbation modifi
the rheological properties of the Laponite suspension. Ho
ever, during its displacement, the magnetic bead or ne
probes a region of the fluid which has not been previou
sheared, although the fluid rheology has been modified
hind the probe. We thus use the local magnetic probes b
to perturb the fluid and to measure the modification of
viscoelastic parameters under the effect of the applied
turbation.

B. Mechanical linear model for the translating bead

At t85t2tw50, the bead inside the fluid is submitted
a step forceF5F0 . Its translation motion can be decom
2-7
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posed into three regimes: an instantaneous elastic respon
t850, a transient regime, and a viscous regime where
bead velocity is constant@Fig. 6~a!#. In order to deduce the
fluid viscoelastic parameters, such a behavior can be
scribed by a linear Kelvin-Voigt equivalent mechanical c
cuit involving four independent elastic and viscous para
etersk0 , k1 , g0 , and g1 , as sketched in Fig. 6~b!. In this
model, the bead equation of motion is

z̈1
1

t0
ż5

1

k01k1
F̈1S 1

g0
1

1

k0t0
D Ḟ1

1

g0t0
F,

where

t05
g1~k01k1!

k0k1
. ~14!

The solution of Eq.~13! for a step forceF0 applied att8
50 is

z~ t !

F0
5

1

k0
H 12

k1

k01k1
expS 2

t

t D J 1
t

g0
. ~15!

The four parametersk0 , k1 , g0 , and g1 are obtained by
fitting the experimental dataz(t) using Eq.~15!. It is conve-
nient to reduce the four independent parameters to
physical parameters: the sumk5k01k1 , representing the
effective elastic parameter of the system at short times,
the viscous parameterg0 , controlling the viscous regime a

FIG. 6. ~a! Bead displacement in a Laponite suspension un
the effect of a step forceF0559.9mN applied to the bead att
5tw520 min. Solid line, best fit of the data using Eq.~6!, with four
fitting parameters:k0 , k1 , g0 , andg1 . At t85t2tw55 s, the force
is set to zero and the magnetic bead moves backwards due t
fluid elasticity.~b! Kelvin-Voigt mechanical equivalent circuit use
to describe the displacement of a bead in translation in the Lapo
suspension.
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long times. An effective Maxwellian characteristic relaxatio
time can thus be defined ast5g0 /k5g0 /(k01k1).

C. Investigation of aging using the translating bead

The viscoelastic properties of the Laponite suspension
first investigated by varyingtw . Different cylindrical con-
tainers are filled with a Laponite suspension from the sa
preparation att50. The fluid evolves at rest in the contain
and a force is applied to the bead att5tw , during a time
t85t2tw!tw . Each experiment has been replicated a nu
ber of times in order to ensure reproducibility. Figure 7~a!
shows the bead motionz(t8) for different aging timestw . As
tw increases, the bead displacement slows down. This m
that the viscoelastic moduli of the fluid increase: this beh
ior is characteristic of aging. In aging systems, the measu
response of the system varies as a function of the system
in the following way:z(t8,tw)5z@ t8/a(tw)#, wherea(tw) is
an increasing function oftw @42#. In the Laponite suspensio
investigated here, we observe an exponential growth
a(tw): a(tw)'exp(tw /a), with a5(360630) s5(6.0
60.5) min @Fig. 7~b!#. Within the error bars,a does not
depend on the strength of the applied force.

As the system does not have time to age during a sin
measurement, the fluid viscoelastic moduli can be de
mined using Eq.~15!. The aging dynamics are then describ
by the evolution of the viscoelastic moduli withtw . The four
independent viscous and elastic parameters increase witw
@Fig. 7~c!#. The effective Maxwellian characteristic relax
ation time t(tw) grows exponentially with tw : t(tw)
'exp(tw /b) with b5(710650) s5(1261) min of the same
order of magnitude asa.

D. Investigation of shear-thinning behavior using the
translating bead

The rheological properties of the Laponite suspens
have also been studied as a function of the strength of
force applied to the magnetic bead. The experimental pro
dure is presented in Fig. 8~a!: at t5tw5t1 , a step force of
strengthF1 is applied to the bead and the relaxation moti
of the bead is recorded. Subsequently, the force is relea
and the bead moves slightly backwards because of the
elasticity. At t5t2 , a second step force of amplitudeF2 is
applied to the bead. The force is then released before a t
step force of amplitudeF3 is applied att5t3 , etc. The fluid
viscoelastic moduli are measured as a function of the fo
amplitude using a linear analysis of the bead displacem
under each perturbation. The total measuring time for t
sequence is chosen to be small in comparison to the a
time tw . This procedure allows a reliable comparison b
tween the results obtained for different force amplitudes
cause the measurements are performed in the same cha
which avoids problems of reproducibility due to the use
different containers. However, because of the small ba
wards motion of the bead when the force is released,
initial region in which the bead moves when a force is a
plied at the next step has already been sheared, and the
is softer in this region because of the shear-thinning effe
Therefore only the viscous regime of the bead displacem

r

the
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FIG. 7. ~a! Bead displacement in a Laponite suspension for d
ferent aging times. After preparation, the suspension ages at re
a time tw . At t85t2tw50, a constant forceF0537.0mN is ap-
plied to the bead. Whentw increases, both the initial jump and th
long-time slope ofz(t8) decrease. This means that the viscous a
the elastic moduli of Laponite suspension increase with increas
tw . ~b! Master curve obtained for the same aging timestw as in~a!,
after translating horizontally all the curvesz@ log10(t8)# from a
quantity log10@a(tw)#, as suggested in Ref.@42#. The inset shows
the variation ofa vs tw . The best fit ofa(tw) is exponential:
a(tw)'exp(tw /a) with a5(360630) s5(6.060.5) min. ~c! Evo-
lution of the four linear viscoelastic parameters of the model p
sented in Fig. 6 as a function oftw . All these parameters are in
creasing functions oftw . Inset, time evolution of the effective
Maxwelian relaxation timet05g0 /(k01k1). Solid line, exponen-
tial fit of t0(tw): t0(tw)'exp(tw /b) with b5(710650) s5(12
61) min of the same order of magnitude asa.
02150
can be analyzed, since it is only in this regime that the b
explores a region which has not previously been shea
Figure 8~b! shows the bead motionz(t8) for different applied
forces. Figure 8~c! represents the variation of the fluid vis
cosity h5g0 /(6pR) @Eq. ~8!# as a function of the applied
force F, for different aging times.h is a decreasing function
of F, which is characteristic of the shear-thinning behavior
Laponite suspensions. Within error bars, the variation oh
versusF is compatible with a power-law behavior. We fin

-
for

d
in

-

FIG. 8. ~a! Sketch of the experimental procedure used to inv
tigate the shear-thinning behavior of Laponite suspension. At
5tw , the force is applied to the bead by steps of increasing am
tude. After each step the force is set to zero for the bead positio
relax. The time between two steps is small compared to the a
time tw of the suspension. The bead displacement is sketche
dotted lines.~b! Bead displacement in a Laponite suspension a
function of time for aging timetw520 min. Five different constan
forcesF are applied to the bead.~c! Viscosity of the Laponite sus-
pensionh5g0 /(6pR) in the viscous regime of the bead displac
ment as a function of the applied force strengthF, for different
aging times. The solid line represents a power-law variationh
'F2d with d52.
2-9
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h'F2d with an exponentd5(2.060.2) independent of the
aging time.

E. Investigation of thixotropy using the rotating needle

We now investigate the mechanical behavior of the La
nite suspension with a different geometry of the mechan
perturbation, by using a ferromagnetic needle rotating in
fluid. The ferromagnetic needle is placed inside the fluid
t50. At t5tw , it is submitted to an external magnetic fiel
The initial angle between the field and the needle axis is 4
Again, the rotation of the needle towards the magnetic fi
may be decomposed into three stages: first, an elastic re
in which the needle turns instantaneously in the fluid; the
transient regime and finally a slow relaxation towards eq
librium ~see Fig. 9!.

There is no analytical solution for the needle turni
angle as a function of time in this case because the app
stress changes during the needle rotation. In addition, all
viscoelastic parameters of the fluid vary because of sh
thinning effect. Therefore, only the initial regime of th
needle relaxation att850 can be analyzed. Att8501, just
after the needle has turned instantaneously from an angleu0 ,
the magnetic torqueG15G0 sin(452u0) applied to the
needle equilibrates with the elastic torque exerted by
fluid to the needle. Figure 10~a! shows the variation of the
fluid elastic constantC determined by the measurement ofu0
using Eq. ~11b! versusG1 . One notices thatC is not a
monotonic function ofG1 . Therefore the linear analysis is
in the case of the rotating needle, unlikely to produce
proper estimation of the elastic constant of Laponite.

FIG. 9. Angle of the needle submitted to an oblique magne
field (b545°), as a function of time for~a! different initial torques
at tw520 min ~b! different aging times atG i52.56 nJ.
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However, one notices thatG1 has no marked dependenc
on the initially applied torque@see Fig. 10~b!#. Over a wide
range forG i , the torqueG1 is constant within error. It seem
that Laponite behaves as a dynamical yield stress fluid: w
the stress is too large, the fluid ruptures under the stress
the needle turns instantaneously on the time scale of the
servation, until the stress decreases to a threshold value.
threshold value is a nonlinear characteristic of the fluid. P
sello et al. @43# have noticed a similar behavior in conce

c

FIG. 10. ~a! Variation of the Laponite linear elastic constantC
obtained from Eq.~10a! as a function of the amplitude of the torqu
G1 applied to the needle att8501, just after the instantaneou
elastic angle step. Full circles,tw560 min; empty circles,tw

5100 min. The variation ofC vs G0 is erratic. Therefore, a linea
model is not applicable to describe the rotation of the needle in
Laponite suspension.~b! Value of the torqueG1 just after the angle
step, as a function of the initial torqueG i . The horizontal line
represents the mean value~0.67 nJ here!. The aging time is 20 min.
~c! Evolution of the dynamical threshold value of the torqueG1

with the aging timetw . The error bars represent the estimated st
dard error of the measurements for different initial torques. T
plain curve represents an exponential relaxation function wit
time constant of 1500 s and a saturation value of 1.23 nJ.
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LOCAL RHEOLOGICAL PROBES FOR COMPLEX . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021502 ~2002!
trated colloidal aqueous silica dispersions.4 It is believed that
when the stress is very intense the structure of the flui
altered; the fluid then behaves as a brittle material, and
tense shear localizes in fractures.

Plotting the dynamical yield stress as a function of t
aging time@Fig. 10~c!#, one notices a possible exponent
relaxation behavior with a time constant of 25 min~1500 s!.
There is roughly a factor 2 difference with the aging tim
constant of the viscoelastic moduli, which is the same or
of magnitude.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Validation of the local probes, and applications

In this paper, the rheology of viscoelastic complex flui
has been probed at a local but nevertheless macrosc
scale, using two different geometries for the perturbati
First, the translation of a magnetic bead inserted in the b
of the material and submitted to a homogeneous contro
magnetic force has been used to determine the viscoel
moduli of a Maxwellian micellar solution of surfactant. Th
values obtained are identical to within a few percent to th
found using a traditional Couette rheometer, which valida
the method. An interesting application of this local prob
based on the fact that the viscoelastic moduli are measure
the direction of the applied force, would be the investigat
of the rheology of anisotropic fluids, such as the surfact
solution presented in Sec. III in the shear-banded reg
~high applied stress!.

The second technique is based on the rotation of a m
netic needle inside the fluid, under the influence of a c
trolled magnetic torque. Having extended the Maxw
model to the description of this geometry of perturbation,
viscoelastic moduli of the Maxwellian fluid have been me
sured via the analysis of relaxation of the needle orienta
towards the direction of the applied magnetic field. Aga
this method has been validated by the comparison with
results obtained using standard rheometric measuremen
further application of the rotating magnetic needle is ba
on the fact that in this geometry, the elastic and visco
torques applied to the needle both scale as the needle
ume, as well as the magnetic torque. Therefore, at mech
cal equilibrium, the equation of motion of the needle do
not depend on the needle volume, contrary to the case o
translating bead. It should thus be possible to continuou
vary the size of the magnetic probe from a millimetric to
nanoscopic scale. In the case of complex fluids, which
structured at many different length scales, the rheolog
response of the fluid is expected to change when the p
reaches a size comparable to a characteristic length sca
the fluid. This tool can thus be used to explore the link b
tween rheology and structure in complex fluids. Applying
oscillating stress will also allow to perform a complete rhe

4In the case of the concentrated silica colloid, the volume fract
was over 0.25. It is known that Laponite dispersion exhibit the sa
generic behavior as silica dispersion, only at much lower volu
fractions@7#.
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logical study, probing all the pertinent lengths and tim
scales of the analyzed material.

B. Application to the rheology of a Laponite suspension

Having validated the experimental methodology, the lo
probes have been used to investigate aging, shear thinn
and thixotropy of the isotropic pasty phase of a Lapon
colloidal suspension, whose rheology is still poorly und
stood. We have found that the characteristic rheological
laxation timet of the fluid grows exponentially with the ag
of the systemtw . This result confirms recent independe
measurements performed on Laponite suspension using
namic light scattering~DLS! @35#. Both experiments have
been performed in the early stage of aging, when the typ
relaxation time of the system is small compared to the s
tem age,t!tw ~t/tw'1022 in the experiments presented
this paper!. In a later stage of aging, whent is of the order of
tw , a power-law scaling oft versustw is generally observed
in Laponite suspensions@11# and in many other physical sys
tems@9,36,38,42#. The good agreement between our resu
and the results obtained using DLS@35# is instructive, as
relaxation times determined using DLS or rheological m
surements are of a different nature. DLS allows to determ
a microscopic relaxation time, which is the time for the p
sitions of the colloidal Laponite particles to decorrelate. Rh
ology measures a macroscopic characteristic time, define
the ratio between the fluid viscous and elastic modulus
aging systems, which are out of equilibrium, no link existsa
priori between the microscopic fluctuations and the fluid v
cosity, although such a relation is experimentally observ
More experiments, coupling DLS and rheological measu
ments, are needed to explore this link.

Varying the applied stress, we have found that the va
tion of the viscosityh of the pasty phase of Laponiteversus
the applied forceF is compatible with a power law:h
'F2d with an exponentd5(2.060.2) independent of the
system age. This result can be compared to the measure
of Bonn et al. @40# performed on Laponite suspension usi
a Couette rheometer. Varying the shear rate«̇ of the shearing
plate, the authors have found that the fluid viscosityh scales
as a power law with the shear rate:h'«̇2n with n5(0.66
60.02). Assuming that the force is proportional toh «̇ in the
viscous regime, this measurement givesd5n/(12n)5(1.9
60.1), which is in good agreement with our measureme
This similarity is, however, surprising as the experimen
procedure in both methods is different. Bonnet al. have per-
formed measurements in the stationary regime, reached
shearing the fluid for several hours in a Couette rheomete
our experiments, the viscosity is measured a few seco
after the force is applied to the magnetic bead, and the b
explores a region that has not been previously sheared.
similarity between both measurements suggests that the
ing and shear-thinning behavior of Laponite could be ind
pendent, the viscosity of the suspension being a product
function of tw times a function of the applied force or she
rate.

Finally, using the magnetic needle rotating inside t
Laponite suspension, we have investigated a nonlinear

n
e
e
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WILHELM, ELIAS, BROWAEYS, PONTON, AND BACRI PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 021502 ~2002!
gime, in which the stress applied to the needle instan
neously relaxes to a fixed value, independent of the ini
applied magnetic torque. This behavior is compatible w
the fracturation of the pasty phase, which is responsible
the thixotropy of colloidal suspensions. The applied thre
old torque above which the fracture regime appears incre
with the age of the suspension, with a characteristic ti
which is of the same order of magnitude as the increas
time of the suspension rheological time.

To unify the different regimes investigated with the tran
lating bead and with the rotating needle, a proper estima
of the stress applied to the fluid is needed. In the case of
translating bead, the applied stress as a function of the
plied force amplitude can be written as:s>F0 /(4pR2),
whereR is the radius of the bead. For the range of the u
force amplitudes, between 18 and 37mN, the stresss ap-
plied to the bead ranges between 5 and 10 Pa. The s
applied at the tip of the rotating needle can be estimate
s>G i /(12pL3), whereL is the length of the needle. AsG i
varies between 0.6 and 3.9 nJ during experiments, this
responds to a stresss applied to the tip of the needle be
tween 16 and 95 Pa. However, the viscoelastic internal st
is not homogeneous at the surface of the probe, and t
considerations only give an order of magnitude estimate
the applied stress during the experiment. We can still c
clude that the maximum stress applied at the tip of the ro
ing needle is in average higher than the stress applied to
translating bead. This is compatible with the fact that
bead explores the pasty phase of the Laponite suspen
investigated, whereas the needle explores the transition f
the pasty phase to the liquid phase, which occurs when
stress increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced an experimental met
to locally investigate the rheology of complex fluids. A ma
netic probe, inserted in the bulk of the fluid, is submitted
ds

t.
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a controlled external magnetic stress. The viscoela
moduli of the fluid are deduced from the analysis of t
motion of the probe in the fluid. This experimental metho
ology has first been validated using a well-known fluid ha
ing a linear Maxwellian rheological behavior. Then, the rh
ology of a Laponite colloidal suspension has be
investigated. We have obtained the following results.

~1! Aging. The characteristic rheological time of the su
pension increases exponentially with the age of the susp
sion. The experiments have been performed in the early s
of aging, where the characteristic rheological time is sm
compared to the system age.

~2! Shear thinning. The viscosity of the suspension de
creases when the applied stress increases. This decrea
compatible with a power law:h's2d with d5(2.060.2)
independent of the system age.

~3! Thixotropy. Above a threshold applied stress, the r
tating needle shows a regime which is compatible with
fracture regime in the fluid, and could be the beginning
the transition from the viscoelastic phase towards a liq
phase. This yield stress is an increasing function of the s
pension age.

The experimental methods presented in this paper
promising for future investigation of complex fluids. Th
translating bead can be used to determine the viscoela
moduli of anisotropic fluids. The rotating needle will be us
to probe, by the means of rheology, all the pertinent len
and time scales of a complex fluid, by varying the frequen
of the applied stress, and the size of the probe from a m
metric to a nanoscopic scale.
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